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Until You Have Loved an Animal, Part of Your Soul Remains Unawakened. --Anatole France
The indoor life is the next best thing to premature burial. --Edward Abbey
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On Track with Goat Tracks
					

by Larry Robinson

In the Fall issue of Goat Tracks, I noted, “Where does the time go…” At this point on
1 December I am certain I know. Hiking!
Just hiking?

Well, no, there were some home projects mixed in there with the hiking trips, but I
did get in almost 250 miles this past summer/fall, so there was a lot of time spent
doing what I enjoy best… hiking.

Had some interesting experiences whilst I was out this year. Had an encounter
with a coyote that was interested in a goat sandwich, which I interrupted noting that it was long past
dinnertime. I had a goat bail on me with leg problems, and had a goat that went wandering, resulting in
an incredible rescue by a backpacker. That is an incredible story and it is my belief that this hiker should
be given a HERO award by the entire goatpacking community. See it later in the magazine.

Land use continues to be an abject frustration. In the Shoshone while they reduced the area(s) of closure
to packgoats, they mandated a permit system, but have not figured out how it is all going to work. It will
need to be done before hiking begins this summer.

The Idaho Wilderness plan is a done deal and in spite of our appeal, we are locked out of the Big Boulder
Basin, a very beautiful area with a number of lakes worth seeing. As you can see the sky is still falling, and
the myth lives!

Recently, President Curtis and Taffy Mercer met with, and made a presentation to, the Blue Mountains
folks, as they still are hanging onto the original definition of where they don’t want us, and it is so nonspecific that it is really saying, in essence, “You and your goats, stay home.:” Taffy & Curtis did their best to
bring some reason into this discussion… time will tell.
I am afraid that I personally am at the ‘Chief Joseph’ intersect… that is, I am tired and feeling like he did
when he noted, “I will fight no more, forever.”

This issue has a lot of good information in it. Nan Hassey’s article is long but with really great information
regarding saddling. Suffice to say, it is more complex an issue than just, ‘throw it on and go’.
And don’t overlook Herb Flower’s great article on rockhounding.

As always, a lot of great reading. I hope you, as the waitress is fond of saying, ‘Enjoy!’
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Paradise Ranch Research & Development has over 130
kids on the ground, in 2018, with more yet to be born.
If you are interested in the 2019 kids now is the time
to reserve your “Boys”. They are already being reserved
and will go quickly. Don’t let another year pass you by!

We have been breeding specifically bred Packgoats
for over 20 years and offer 7 full blood breed, Alpines,
Oberhasli, Saanen, Boer, Nubian, Toggenburg, LaMancha
and a number of Hybrid lines like our 300 lb. Sabors.
We offer Saanens that will get near 300 lbs, 41”. Our
ever-improving genetics is second to none. We breed
for Packgoat conformation and temperament and the
results speak for themselves. Have we hit the mark? Are
our Packgoats any good? Don’t take our word for it, ask
the ones who have purchased them, Larry Robinson,
Charlie Jennings, Carolyn Eddy, Clay Zimmerman, Kent
Daniels, Dave Suisse, Nancy & John Clough, Matt Lyons,
Stephen Barnhill, Joe Delong, John Bamberg, Marc
Warnke, Dean Kroon and many others.

You
could
be the
proud
owner
of goodlooking
boys like
these

These
pictures
are
from
a
past
years
crop
of
Dwite’s
goats

Our specifically bred-to-be Packgoat kids sell at a $50
discount to NAPgA members. They each come with all
vaccinations, coccidia treatment, wormings and a life
time of support. All kids are hand raised, individually,
with many hours of hands on personal training by the
time you receive them. A percentage of the proceeds
from our sales will be donated to NAPgA’s legal fund.
The “Best is Yet to Come”! Phone: (620)767-7888 or
eMail: paradise27@tctelco.net.

Mudslide & Louis, Bridger-Teton NP, WY
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Goats And Sheep (Indirectly) Fight Fires In
Heartwarming BBC Video
MARC SILVER, October 12, 2018

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2018/10/12/656889215/
goats-and-sheep-indirectly-fight-fires-in-heartwarming-bbc-video

Goats (and sheep) have been recruited in the effort to
fight wildfires.
Northern Spain has a “Fire Flocks” project, in which
dozens and dozens of the ruminants chip in by doing
what they do so well: eat.

A new video from BBC World Hacks, which highlights
“brilliant solutions to the world’s problems,” tells the
story. It was published on October 11.

“They eat what is the fuel for fires,” says Sergi Nuss,
who runs the project, which is based in Girona, an area
where there were recurrent wildfires in summer.

By chowing down on grass and the leaves of young trees
and bushes, the goats and sheep can help reduce the chance
that a fire will spread through grasslands and treetops.
An added bonus is that the project creates more work
for shepherds, who are a disappearing breed. To further
boost the career prospects of shepherds, the Fire Flocks
group encourages local butchers to promote the sale of
goat meat.

It is worth noting that goats and sheep are a bit different
in their consumption habits. Sheep are mainly grazers,
with their head down in the grass, while goats are more
adventurous and will climb trees to browse for supper.
But in the BBC’s inspiring video of their fire-fighting
efforts, the livestock appear to have no problem getting
along amid the greenery.

This Goat Beauty Pageant Is One Beauty
Pageant We Can Get Behind

were instead carried by their owners.”

The honor of Top Goat went to Demyte (“Little Spot”), a
16-month-old female goat. Still, like all beauty pageants,
this was not without behind-the-scenes drama.
Demyte’s owner, veterinarian Ferdinandas Petkevicius,
told Reuters, “The only thing we didn’t do to prepare the
goat for the pageant is we didn’t polish its nails, because
we thought of it too late.”
Congratulations to Demyte for overcoming that obstacle
and going on to win her crown.
Homeowner Shoots, Kills Bear Attacking Goats in Pen
Oct. 26, 2018

https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/connecticut/articles/2018-10-26/
police-homeowner-shoots-kills-bear-attacking-goats-in-pen

Authorities in Connecticut say a man shot and killed a
bear that was attacking his goats.
WOLCOTT, Conn. (AP) — Authorities in Connecticut say a
man shot and killed a bear that was attacking his goats.
Police say the man’s wife woke him early Friday after
hearing noise from the goat pen on their Wolcott
property. The man ran out to the pen where he saw a
bear attacking his goats.

Police say the man fired a shotgun at the bear before it
ran into the woods. According to the state Department
of Energy and Environmental Protection, the bear was
found dead.
A goat was injured in the attack but is expected to
survive.

Wildlife officials sample hunter kills looking for bacterium
Posted 3:44 p.m. yesterday
https://www.wral.com/wildlife-officials-sample-hunter-killslooking-for-bacterium/17957470/

ANCHORAGE, ALASKA — Alaska hunters are helping
the state assess the extent of a bacterium in game
https://www.thecut.com/2016/06/top-goat-beauty-pageant-lithuania.html animals that could cause respiratory problems.
If you’ve ever watched
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game says hunters helped
a beauty pageant
collect laboratory samples from more than 330 Dall sheep.
and thought, “I wish
Hunters also provided specimens from 110 mountain
this had less female
goats, 100 caribou and 100 moose.
objectification and more
The department is looking for mycoplasma
goats,” well, Lithuania
ovipneumoniae (MEYE-koh-plaz-mah oh-vee-nu-MOHhas exactly what you’re
nee-ay), also known as M.ovi (EM-oh-vee).
looking for.
The bacterium occurs in domestic and wild sheep and
The village of Ramygala held its seventh annual Top
goats in the Lower 48.
Goat beauty pageant on Sunday. As one local wearing a
crown explained to the BBC, “We’ll select the nicest goat, Some strains have been identified as pathogens in
the goat with the nicest skin and it will be crowned with bighorn sheep pneumonia outbreaks that led to die-offs.
a crown that is not worse than mine.”
The bacterium this year was detected for the first time
in Alaska Dall sheep and mountain goats.
Six highly attractive goats competed for the title of
the most beautiful goat, though, according to Reuters,
It also was found in a caribou from the Fortymile Herd
“several contestants stubbornly refused to walk and
that died of pneumonia.
By Gabriella Paiella
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Land Use Issues

About BHS

Land use issues are pretty cut & dried this month.
Bighorn Sheep In Zion National Park Come
However that doesn’t mean that this subject does
Down With Pneumonia
not continue to be an object of abject frustration
By NPT Staff on August 2nd, 2018
to goatpackers everywhere.
If you see coughing bighorn sheep during your visit to Zion
The Shoshone: While they reduced the area(s) National Park in Utah, please let the park biologists know.
of closure to packgoats, which is definitely good, While some minor coughing is natural, excessive coughing
they mandated a permit system, which is OK, is a symptom of bacterial pneumonia, a disease that can
however they have yet to figure out how it is all cause significant concern for populations of bighorn sheep.
going to work (which is NOT good). As we are Biologists at the park identified a bighorn sheep ewe on
contemplating our summer 2019 excursions, we July 20 that was coughing and showing signs of illness.
are beginning to feel that this permit system and Shortly thereafter, the ewe was safely euthanized for
its attendant requirements need to be a DONE testing. Lab tests of the ewe’s respiratory system showed
DEAL! It may seem that summer hiking isn’t even the presence of Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae, a bacterium
close to the edge of the radar. But it will be -- soon! commonly associated with pneumonia in bighorn sheep.
We cooperated with their concerns vis-a-vis this While the bighorn herd in and around Zion National Park
land use plan, now they need to get cracking and has been tested regularly, this is the first positive test
for Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae. Since the sighting of the
get their permit plan on paper.
The Idaho Wilderness: Their plan is a done
deal and in spite of our appeal, and a cornacopia
of reasons why there is no legitimate reason we
should be sent packing from this wilderness, we
are currently locked out of the Big Boulder Basin,
a very beautiful area with a number of lakes worth
visiting. As you can see the sky is still falling in
regards to BHS dangers presented by our goats,
and the myth lives!

initial coughing ewe, additional sick bighorns have been
found in the park, and more samples have been collected.

Zion National Park is working closely with the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources to monitor the bighorns
in and around the park to collect more information on
the spread of the disease and to understand the risk that
it poses to this herd.

“There are many variations of Mycoplasma
ovipneumoniae,” says UDWR Bighorn Sheep Biologist
The Blue Mountains/Eagle Cap Wilderness: Jace Taylor, “and not all are equally lethal to bighorn
sheep. At this time, no bighorn sheep in the Zion herd
In the currently formulated Land Use Plan, this
are known to have died from pneumonia.”

area is still hanging onto the original definition
of where they don’t want us, and it is so nonspecific that it is really saying, in essence, “You
and your goats, stay home.:” Recently, President
Curtis and Taffy Mercer met with, and made a
presentation to, the Blue Mountains folks. Taffy
& Curtis did their best to bring some reason into
this discussion. Sadly, when it comes to these
government entities, bringing about ‘reason’ into
these discussions is roughly similar to attempting
to shove spagetti into a diamond. This plan is not
in stone... yet, so we will have to stay tuned to
discover the final outcome. Fortunately, Curtis
and Taffy are doing a great job of the ‘staying
tuned’ thing. :-)

While antibiotics and vaccines are not effective at
treating the disease, helping the staff at Zion National
Park know about coughing bighorn sheep will help them
manage for healthy animals. You can reach the biologists
at 435-772-0217 or Zion_Park_Information@nps.gov.

40 Desert Bighorn Sheep Released to the
Sacramento Mountains

Oct. 29, 2018
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/new-mexico/
articles/2018-10-29/40-desert-bighorn-sheep-released-tothe-sacramento-mountains

New Mexico wildlife officials have released 40 desert
bighorn sheep to the Sacramento Mountains _ an area
where the animal has been absent for nearly a century.
ALAMOGORDO, N.M. (AP) — New Mexico wildlife
officials have released 40 desert bighorn sheep to the
Sacramento Mountains — an area where the animal has
been absent for nearly a century.
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The Alamogordo Daily News reports the transplantation
of the sheep was orchestrated by the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish over the weekend as part
of an effort to expand the desert bighorn’s range.

gardens and agricultural areas is “not significant”.
The group says the wild sheep, which are native to Sardinia
and Corsica, have now become a valuable tourist attraction
and has written to the environment minister, Sergio Costa,
calling for the cull to be blocked.
Around 100 members of the public and wildlife
“This mass extermination is not acceptable,” LAV’s Massimo
enthusiasts attended the releases on Saturday and
Vitturi told The Telegraph.
Sunday and formed wings alongside the sheep trailers to
If the population has to be reduced, then it should be done
help usher the sheep into the mountains.
with “non-lethal methods”.
New Mexico Department of Game and Fish conservation
The mouflon should be captured in traps, sterilised and then
officer Andrew Armendariz says the sheep population
released back into the wild.
introduced into the Sacramento Mountains was made up
“The adults would no longer be able to breed and gradually
of ewes and rams of various sizes and ages.
the population would die out,” said Mr Vitturi.
This underscores what I believe is the overall agenda of
But experts say that capturing the agile mountain sheep is
these land use agencies, and that is to shove these animals
easier said than done.
into every nook and cranny that it is possible to squeeze
“Mouflon are hard to trap and it’s a very expensive exercise,”
them into. Why? Why has this one animal achieved godsaid Dr Francesca Giannini, a biologist with the national park
status? Could it be that the fact that they are a cash cow for authority that administers much of Elba.

the land use agencies is a guiding factor. Oh, no, it couldn’t
be that. Note well, that the one BHS that they have chosen
to plant here is the only one that has a ‘protected’ status,
and therefore the one that will be easiest to use to shove
goatpackers out of just one more forest. Angry. Who me?
Larry the editor, and resident curmudgeon.
This one is especially fascinating in view of the goings-on in
the mountain west. Here we charge you a fortune to take just
one of these animals home, but where this article is located,
they want to waste them all. The irony is breathtaking.

Campaigners battle plan to eradicate
mouflon wild sheep from Elba

Nick Squires, Rome, 2 SEPTEMBER 2018
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/09/02/gunning-wildgoats-campaigners-battle-plan-eradicate-mouflon/

Two hundred years after it was used as a place of exile for
Napoleon Bonaparte, the Italian island of Elba is dealing with
another unwelcome guest.
Mouflon – wild sheep which sport magnificently curved horns
– were introduced to the island for hunting in the 1970s and in
the absence of predators, such as wolves, have since thrived.
There are now around 500 of them and islanders say they not
only damage Elba’s native woodland, but also venture down from
the hills to feed on grape vines and carefully-tended gardens.
Plans are being drawn up to cull the entire population but the
eradication programme is being fiercely opposed by animal
rights groups.
Volunteers have been putting up posters and have handed
out 6,000 leaflets to tourists, appealing for their support in
blocking the cull.
“I live here,” the leaflets read, with a photograph of a male
mouflon staring at the camera. “I was born here and I don’t
bother anyone. There are 500 of us, all as meek and gentle as
me. But they want to kill us all.”
Italy’s Anti-Vivisection League (LAV), an animal rights
organisation, claims that the damage that the mouflon do to

The mouflon do immense damage to Elba’s woodland,
especially its holm oaks.
“The number of mouflon is just not compatible with our
native vegetation. In the areas they inhabit, we’ve found there
are up to eight times fewer young trees, so the forest cannot
regenerate,” she said.
“Apart from the damage they do, they also cause road
accidents. If you are on a motorbike and you hit an adult
mouflon, you risk losing your life.”
The national park authority has collaborated with a
government scientific body to draw up plans for the cull.
“Mouflon and other feral sheep have a severe impact
on biodiversity, in particular in island ecosystems,” the Institute
for Environmental Protection and Research said in a report.
“Islands are particularly vulnerable to the effects of browsing
and trampling, which can cause serious damage to natural
habitats and contribute to soil erosion.”
Hunters have shot hundreds of mouflon for sport over the years,
but the big push to eradicate the species for good is due to start in
October, once the tourist season on the holiday island is over.
A mixed team of volunteer marksmen and police from Livorno on the
mainland of Tuscany will take to the hills to hunt down the mouflon.
“The mouflon is an alien species that was deliberately
introduced by man,” said Giampiero Sammuri, the president of
the Tuscan Archipelago National Park, which includes Elba.
“Alien species are the second biggest cause of loss of
biodiversity in the world, after destruction of habitat.”
By destroying habitat, the mouflon risk causing the extinction
of flowers, insects and birds on Elba, he said.
“None of us in the national park administration take pleasure
that the animals will be killed and everything possible will be
done to avoid unnecessary suffering.”
But animal rights activists have vowed to keep fighting. “We’re
going to keep up the pressure on the park authorities,” said
Mr Vitturi of LAV. “There is a clear alternative to slaughtering
them all.”
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The Yule Goat

by Lauren Hall Ruddell

The Yule Goat has an ancient history. This Scandinavian
solstice figure is the remnant of a Proto-Indo-European
deity that predates the Norse pantheon. It seems likely
that a very early pagan Slavic representation of the Sun
God Dazbog, symbolized by a white goat, traveled to
Scandinavian countries. Perhaps the Yule Goat’s origins
are that of the horned deity related to the Baltic “Puk”,
and the English and Irish “Puck”.
Nowadays, in many Slavic countries, the increasingly
popular ancient festival of the Koliada (essentially a
return of the sun) is celebrated by children caroling
traditional pagan songs (frowned on by the church, of
course) with lyrics such as:

“It is not just us coming,
We are leading the goat,
Where the goat will go,
The grain stock will grow,
Where she shakes the tail,
There will be an abundance of grain.
Where the goat stomps her hoofs,
There’ll be harvest through the roof
Where the goat shakes her horns,
Will be great huge stacks of corn.”

goats created the sound of thunder rumbling across
the sky. Mythologists report that Thor was reputed
to kill the goats for a feast, which he shared with
others. After the meal was finished, Thor would
use his powers to revive the goats as if nothing
had happened. This myth may be the source of the
Swedish winter tradition of having someone dress
up as a goat, pretend to get sacrificed and come
back to life when Thor revived them (Bukkerwise
style). This return to life was a symbolic gesture of
the natural world changing from the long, dark days
of winter to days of the lengthening sun. Needless
to say, correlations with the death and resurrection
of Christ were obvious to early church fathers, who
banned the worship of Thor in the 11th century
and transformed his chariot goats into the singular
Yule Goat and also into goats that pulled a sleigh for
kindly gift-giving elves (the Tomten or Nisse).

In Scandinavian countries, the Julebukk is, well, a
buck, unlike the doe mentioned in the Slavic folk
song. In Norway he is the Julebukk, in Finland he
is the Joulupukki, and in Sweden he was known as
the Julsven and then later Julbock. Sometimes he’s
depicted as a bearded figure, sometimes a goat, and
other times a variation of a mix of the two. Pagan
folklorist , Gemma Gary writes:

“The names for this spirit are given variously as Bec,
Becco, Bouc, Boucan and Buc. In Sweden we have
the intriguingly named Bukkerwise, a mummer’s
play featuring the dying and resurrecting GoatGod, married to the Queen of May.” Excerpted from
Traditional Witchcraft: A Cornish Book of Ways
As cultures tend to do with new ideas and
symbologies, the Scandinavian peoples altered the
original conception and transformed the sun god
goat into servants of Thor. In Viking historical lore,
the God of Thunder roared through the heavens
in a chariot drawn by two goats, Tanngrisnir and
Tanngnjóstr -- roughly translated as “Toothgnasher”
and “Toothgrinder.” The sound of the chariot and

These popular Christmas postcards depict a Tomten
and a sleigh goat delivering presents.
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This transition to a more harmless and less boldly
pagan celebration of the return of the sun did not
go over as well in Finland as it did in Sweden and
Norway. A Finnish folklorist writes of a solstice goat
god as “A man dressed in horns and fur would aspect
the Kerkipukki in a ceremonial parade during the
night, going home to home to ask for and receive
alcohol and food offerings. During Kerkipukki the
ancestors were honored, and we see the Pagan
themes of mysteries of ale and bread: the cycles of
birth, life, death, and miraculous transformation. The
Kerkipukki would also make requests for women to
sit on his lap, most likely more fertility symbolism of
the union between deity and human – and possibly a
modern day origin of sitting on Santa’s lap”. Oh gross,
now there’s a fact most parents don’t need to know.
Eventually the church prevailed and was able
to successfully ban any ‘kekri’ goat celebrations
throughout Finland, with one notable exception.
Traces of this tradition stubbornly clung to a few
villages in eastern Finland, such as (the now city
of) Kajaani. Each year, a straw effigy of the Kekri
Goat is transported through Kajaani city to be put
on a floating raft and pulled to middle of Kajaani
river. The straw goat is burned at the end of October
during city’s autumn harvest festivities.

It was also Finland where the benevolent Yule goat
became a malevolent spirit, a terrifying figure who
would appear just before a mid-winter festival,
demanding gifts of tribute and punishing naughty
children. No lump of coal for these little hoodlums!
Instead the Nuutpukki, darker counterpart of the
Kerkipukki would arrive in early January to receive
offerings of the Yule leftovers on the festival St.
Knut’s Day. On this date (January 13) a horde of
young people would dress up like goats and instead
of merely asking for offerings, they would demand
them. It was also on this day that the Nuutpukki
would reward the well behaved children with sweets
and lash naughty children with birch switches.
These traditions in time evolved into softer Christian
Christmas traditions. Probably for the best.
A gentler and more Santa Claus like version of the
Yule Goat was adopted in Norway. Children were
taught that the Yule Buck would enter their house
at some point late Christmas Eve. So as not to
disappoint him, Norwegian children faithfully left a
shoe-full of barley grains for him under the bed. He

was always gone by Christmas morning, but if he
left a few plump grains behind in the shoe, it was a
sign of a good harvest to come. Perhaps this why
American children are instructed to leave milk and
cookies for Santa!
The kinder and more charming aspects of the
Julebukk appeared in North America along with
early Scandinavian migrants. Many descendants
of these immigrants can recall their elders
‘Julebukking’ around Christmas time even as late
as the 1950s, travelling through the neighborhood
cheerfully demanding food and drink, sort of a
Scandinavian form of wassailing. This tradition
is pretty much gone now, in favor of safer and
more convenient holiday parties. However, on
lille julaften (December 23), Norwegian families
still decorate the juletre (Christmas tree) with
traditional straw julebukk ornaments. I found
it amusing that it’s possible to could get 6 in a
package from Amazon for under $15.
Like the resurrection of the Kekri goat in Finland,
a town in Sweden revived and ramped up the Yule
Goat effigy tradition in 1966. A local man, Stig
Gavlen, dreamed up the idea of a giant version
of the straw goat ornaments for a Christmas
attraction. Perhaps he got the idea from the Finns!
A huge truck load of straw from a nearby village is
woven into massive straw mats that are overlain
on a wooden skeleton made from 3,600 board
feet of Swedish pine. It takes 1,000 hours of labor
to complete this work of folk art. It is famous the
world over, even physically traveling to China in
2015 where it drew 420,000 admirers. Plainly,
that was a good year for the goat, since half
the time vandals burn it to the ground before
Christmas Eve (again, inspired by the Finns?)

Construction begins on the first day of Advent
(what a fun mix of pagan and Christian timing). A
live Gävlebocken webcam is often provided and
the finished product tweets regularly (like some
presidents I can think of). This oversized Julebukk
ornament (47 feet tall) has 14,600 Twitter
followers. This year’s buck will be protected from
flames by a powerful aeronautics based flame
retardant and will be guarded night and day by a
group of volunteers, including X-Cons Gavleborg,
former prisoners doing good works. In 2016 the
Gävlebocken was burned downed in less than
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24 hours of completion. Pranksters dressed as
Gingerbread men and Santa Claus’ firing flaming
arrows have been responsible for some of the
past conflagrations. One year a goofy and clueless
American was tricked into lighting it up (a good
reason to know a country’s customs and laws and
to respect them when traveling).

children. The goat was traditionally queried about
his heritage and age. Julbocken would reply that ‘he
was from far, far away and 700 years old’. Far, far
away yes, and apparently much, much older. Maybe
this spirit of Christmas will visit my house with new
skis (one can always hope).
God Jule!

For general reading on the few remaining native Swedish
goats and other rare goats of the world, you can visit the
author’s blog “Goat Goodness” which is equal parts goat
tribute, travelog, and foodie site.
From our past Guru and much-loved, Caroly Eddy
Christmas in the Barn

(TT News Agency/Press Association Images )

Yet another manifestation of pagan/Christian
Christmas celebration fusion was the Julbocken,
an alternative to a human Santa Claus popular in
Victorian era Sweden. Just like Rudolf the Rednosed Reindeer, merry songs were written in 1901,
1913, and 1947 about this figure. In Elsa Beskow’s
book “Petter och Lottas Jul” the goat was mentioned
as the gift-giver who asked “if there were any good
children around”.

‘It’s the night before Christmas, we’re out in the barn,
Throwing down straw to keep the goats warm,
They’re eating their dinners, tucked in cozy stalls,
Not aware that it’s Christmas, or any special day at all.

No visions of sugarplums dance in their heads,
They can dream of spring pastures from their pine-scented
beds,
But we people are thinking of long trails and such,
Maybe planning those trips that we love so much.
This season is special but the goats don’t know,
And we’ve got work to do before we can go,
We finish the chores and head on inside,
To get ready for dinner and our own yuletide.

It’s nearly midnight, the carols are sung,
I remember a story I was told when I was young,
How at midnight on Christmas Eve,
The creatures of the barnyard can speak to us with ease.
I am called to the barn, I wade through the rain,
I know I must go I can’t really explain,
I slide open the door, pause for a while,
Then slowly walk down the dimly lit aisle.

A sigh from Packman, a sneeze from Herky,
Sleepy old Popeye waking to see,
Mazzie rustling her bedding , a snort soft and light,
Each goat gave a greeting as I walked through the night.

The oldest descriptions of Julbocken appear from
1870 in well-to-do homes. The depiction above
shows an affluent family greeting the Julbocken,
whose mask is made from straw. He is carrying
presents of bagged gifts and new skis for the

Walking all the way to the end of the aisle,
I stop and stroke Festus, it brings me a smile,
He snuffles my face, hot breath on my skin,
It starts me to thinking about my goats, my kin.

I could be at parties with laughter and mirth,
But where I am right now is the best place on Earth.

Happy Holidays from Stan, Carolyn & the “guys”
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Eyes in the Dark
Recently I headed into the
Sawtooths, aiming for the
10-Lakes Basin, a significant
jaunt, and a 2-day excursion
(1-Way) at best.

Sadly, I only got in about 6 miles, and as far as the
turnoff for Edith Lake, at which point it became obvious
that Coffee Bean’s leg/knee/pastern (choose one) was
hurting, because he was limping, and even favoring it
while lying down. I took the weight off him, and after a
significant rest break, headed back down to Farley Lake
(1 mile or so) to spend the night before heading back
out the following day.

At some point after calling it a day, and drifting off to
sleep, all of a sudden it sounded like Coffee Bean (CB)
was tap dancing where I had him tied [In spite of the fact
that there wasn’t a single bit of music!]
Lifting up from prone, the sleeping bag position, I shone
my light out in the direction CB was looking, and what
to my wondering eyes should appear, but the eyes and
blurry face of a coyote or small wolf. *

In spite of the light, he was making no moves to leave, so
out of the tent I came, handgun at the ready and heading
for Mr. ‘Eyes’.
He apparently decided that a goat sandwich was not
worth the fight, and disappeared.

Which was scary in and of itself, because the next
question became, was he really gone? Just waiting? Or
circling around for an approach from another direction.
Needless to say, neither CB or I were real sleepy for
quite a while.

Everyone finally did settle down, and the rest of the
night was uneventful.

* I had done an ‘eyes-in-the-dark’ 360 degree lookaround before retiring, so Mr. ‘Eyes’ must have arrived
sometime later. I do seem to have to keep adding various
predators to my list of potential problem children.
Irene Saphra and Carl Dammann attended the NAPgA
Rendezvous in 2018 near West Yellowstone. So when it was
over, did they race home and attend to business? Au contraire. Instead they embarked on a flight-of-fancy in Idaho’s
Copper Basin. If you are interested in what they were doing
instead of tending the home fires, its here, along with a link
to pictures and a more lengthy description of the hike. :-)

Hiking Idaho’s Copper Basin
https://www.outdoorproject.com/adventures/idaho/hikes/broadcanyon-betty-goat-baptie-lakes-and-surprise-valley-divide

It will probably take about between 5 & 6 hours to
drive from Boise to the trailhead at Broad Canyon

Campground. The campground (no fee, a vault toilet, but
no water, you have to get water from the creek) makes
an excellent overnight campsite, prior to & at the end of
the trip.
You may see a lot of ATVs/UTVs/4 wheelers on the road
into Copper Basin, and possibly at the campground, but
when we stayed there, we had it to ourselves (Note: They
were there fairly early in the season. I was there later and
there was somewhat more traffic). I do not believe ATVs
are allowed on the trail. Horses can easily get up the
trail, but we only saw a light amount of horse use.
We did the loop in a counterclockwise direction, starting
with hiking up the Jarvis trail, finishing with hiking
down Broad Canyon back to the trailhead. The trail is
in good shape & easy to follow. It’s a fairly steady climb,
if you are in reasonable shape, it should take you 5 to 6
hours.
We camped just below Betty Lake, in the first obvious
large meadow you come to, I believe the elevation was
around 9500’. There are several dispersed campsites in the
meadow (we packed a used fire grate out of one of them).
We did a day hike to Betty, Baptie and Goat lake. If I were
to go back, I would probably try to hike up and over into
Surprise Valley, and possibly explore Bellas Canyon.
One final note, there were no water crossings on the
hike in. However, hiking down Broad Canyon, on the
way back to the trailhead, we had 2 water crossings.
The 1st (upper) was a bit problematic. The creek was
running pretty swift, and there didn’t look like many
opportunities to cross safely for the goats. Luckily, there
was a snow bridge across the creek, just upstream from
where the trail crosses, the remnant from an avalanche
that had come down across the Creek. However, I
believe that snow bridge will be melted out long before
the creek looses its enthusiasm. We got lucky. Perhaps
since we were there, somebody has placed some logs or
something to help you cross, but you may have to hunt
for a while to find a safe spot to cross. I’m sure it can be
done though, because Carl & I did the same loop 3 years
ago immediately after the 2015 Rendezvous, so it was
the same time of year & we didn’t have any issues.
The second (lower) crossing was less of a crossing
issue, but you
will have to take
your shoes off to
wade with the
goats. Should
be no problem,
especially if you
have hiking poles
to help stabilize
you.
Irene & Crew
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This is an expansion of one of the parts of Lauren Hall
Ruddell’s article on Page 8

The Gävle Goat

By Cara Elzie, Riverside Christian High School, Dec 23, 2017
http://www.yakimaherald.com/unleashed/news/goats-spidersand-roller-skates-christmas-traditions-take-interesting-turns/
article_34b6694e-e6d8-11e7-af57-0fa57fc0d780.html

A traditional Christmas goat is unveiled in Gavle, Sweden,
Sunday, Nov. 27, 2016. Sweden’s Christmas Goat - a giant
decorative goat made of straw and wood - is celebrating its 50th
birthday, but revelers are being asked to keep the candles away.
Every Christmas season since 1966, the city of Gavle in central
Sweden builds a giant version of the straw goat, an ancient
Scandinavian Yuletide character that precedes Santa Claus as a
bringer of gifts, but it also attracts arsonists and seldom survives
the season without someone trying to burn it down. To improve
its odds this year, the goat set up on Sunday was equipped with
closed-circuit TV. (Pernilla Wahlman/TT News Agency via AP)

The Gävle Goat (Swedish Christmas Tradition)
The unusual tale of the Gävle Goat began in 1966, with a
man named Stig Gavlén. Every year since its creation, the
goat has been placed in Castle Square on the first Sunday
of Advent. Based on the traditional Swedish Christmas
straw goat, the now world-famous structure stands at
just over 42 feet high and weighs approximately 7,936
pounds. Over the years, the goat has been burned and
once even collapsed due to being hit by a car. For more
information on this Swedish phenomenon, go to http://
bit.ly/2p7vVEJ. He can also be visited on Instagram or
Twitter by using the handle “@Gavlebocken”.

In my frequent forays into the files that make up the GT Archives, I have come to the conclusion that the only reason that
everyone doesn’t have a copy of this information is that they
just don’t realize how completely entertaining lots of this stuff
is. There have been some great writers for GT over the years!
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Reach for
Higher ground
Selling quality equipment & supplies around the world.

All Saddles come with a LIFETIME Guarantee
with your choice of regular or mountain straps

 Northwest Custom Fit –U.S. Patented
completely adjustable Aluminum Saddle includes
a FREE pocket pad.

 Finished Saddles ready to go
 Oak & Pine kits – you finish & save money

PANNIERS: 6 color options

 Riverbottom – great for hunting
 Timberline - zippered closure
 Expedition - for large bulky items
 Pack sacks – for organizing your gear
Exclusive – U.S. Patented Pocket Pad

Impossible for the pad to slip out from under your saddle

Largest Selection of Pack Goat Gear Available
Waterproof Coats, Rope Halters, Books, First Aid Kits and more…

Order On-line : Secure & Fast
www.NorthwestPackgoats.com
1-888-PACKGOAT sales@northwestpackgoats.com
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Does This Saddle Make Me Look FAT??
Have you ever wondered how to tell if your saddle fits your goat? Or have you simply assumed that because you
have a “goat saddle” and you’re putting it on a goat, it therefore fits? The latter description is commonly the case,
and why shouldn’t it be? We assume that the makers of saddles for our animals must know what they are doing and
we can therefore trust their designs without checking for ourselves whether they work. However, a master saddle
fitter once told me that fitting saddles to horses is a lot like fitting shoes to people. Two people with the same size
feet may find that their feet are vastly different shapes and therefore cannot walk comfortably in each other’s shoes.
The same principle applies to animals and saddles.
The first step in saddle fitting is placement. One of the most common mistakes I see with both horses and goats
is for people to place the saddle too far forward. This will cause frictional heat build-up over the goat’s shoulders
as he walks, creating painful sore spots that make him resent his job very quickly. Not only that, but goats and
other hoofed mammals naturally stand with about 60% of their body weight over the front legs and only 40%
over the hind. Once he starts moving, the goat’s weight shifts rearward toward his hind legs, bringing the weight
distribution closer to 50/50. Loading the shoulders throws too much weight onto the front legs, jeopardizing your
goat’s balance and agility by preventing him from shifting his weight toward his hindquarters as he should. It will
make steep climbs and descents more strenuous, and it will prevent him from jumping gracefully over obstacles
with a pack. For your goat to move efficiently, he must be able to bring his hind feet well up under his load so he can
keep the weight ratio of front to hind feet at about 50/50. If the load is too far forward, your goat will never be able
to make his hind legs carry their proper share of the weight. Also, the shoulder structure is ill-equipped to take on
extra weight. It is a free-floating agent suspended in a sling of muscle and is not attached to the rest of the goat’s
skeletal structure by any joints. By contrast, the hind legs are attached to the skeleton by strong hip joints, so it’s
important to allow the hind legs to carry their share of the load.
That said, it is equally important not to place the load too far back. The load should primarily rest over the goat’s
ribcage, which is quite short. If you place the saddle too far back, the load will not be well supported by the ribs and
your cinch will sit too far back to be useful. You could also harm your goat’s kidneys. Thankfully, this mistake is not
as common.
When checking saddle fit, it is important to first remove the pad. Pads create a barrier between your goat’s
moving back and the rigid saddle to cushion his ribs and absorb shock and friction as he moves under his load.
But since the pad is not part of the saddle itself, it tells you nothing about how your saddle fits your goat. Pads can
compensate for less-than-ideal saddle fit, but they can also disguise problems that may come back to haunt you on
the trail. Therefore, any time you fit a saddle to a goat, always remove the pad first so you can see how the bare tree
sits on your goat’s back.
Now let’s saddle a goat! John Mionczyinski’s Wind River saddle is the original crossbuck designed for goats and has
been copied many times by other saddle makers. Since it is a very common and standard design, we will see how it
fits on several different goats.

Our first model is Tigerlily, a large, full-bodied doe who loves to hike. Take your bare, padless saddle and place it on
your goat’s withers, sliding it back into position to smooth the hair down under it. You should feel the saddle “click”
into the proper spot behind the shoulders. If you’re not sure you’ve got it right, walk your goat around and feel the
movement of his shoulder blade, making sure the front edge of your saddle is not resting on it.
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Now look at how your saddle sits on the goat. Viewed from the side, the forks should be even with each other. Most
saddles will not be exactly level, but if the front or back of the saddle is substantially higher than the the other, then
the saddle does not fit and will cause uneven weight distribution and pressure points. Depending on the severity
and the cause of the unevenness, some of these problems can be corrected by shimming up the pad on the lower
end. However, if the unevenness is caused by a tree that is too narrow for the goat, adding more pads will not fix the
problem any more than adding extra socks will help your feet fit into boots that are too small.

The first photo shows us a nice, level saddle. Next we check that there is a good 2-3 fingers of clearance between
the goat’s withers and the front fork. Any less and the saddle is too wide for the goat and could compress his spine
when loaded. The rear should not contact the spine either, but this is an uncommon problem and may indicate that
your goat is altogether out of condition for carrying any saddle.

Now look at your saddle from the rear. Not only should
there be good spinal clearance, but the bars (or tree) should
make contact evenly all along your goat’s ribcage. The angle
of the bars should match the angle of your goat’s back. If the
bars don’t make contact until somewhere near the bottom
edge, the saddle is too narrow for the goat. On the other
hand, if the bars only make contact at the top while the
bottom edges stick out above the ribs, then the saddle is too
wide. This photo shows good spinal clearance all through
the gullet. Tigerlily’s wide rump is somewhat obscuring
the angle of her back in relation to the saddle bars, but it is
a very close match. The bars sit well down on the ribs and
make good contact throughout. The saddle appears slightly
crooked because the goat is turning her head to the left,
throwing the saddle a little to the right. Be aware of this
kind of thing when looking at saddle fit.

Next, run the flat of your hand under the bars on either side to feel for pressure points and/or bridging. Often
when the saddle does not fit there will be distinct pressure points at the front and/or back edges of the saddle with
a “bridge” in the middle where the saddle makes little or no contact with the goat’s back. Rarely will a saddle fit
perfectly all along both sides of the back with zero pressure points or gaps. Your pad will help alleviate these issues,
but any severe problems will require changing to a different saddle.
(Pictures Page 15)

You can see in the first photo that there is very little space between the top of the tree and the goat’s back. I can get
only the tips of my fingers into the space, which means there is not much “bridging” in this spot. The next photo
shows how I check for pressure points at the front of the saddle. This is a notorious pressure spot and is also
the place where the saddle can contact the goat’s shoulder blades if the pack is too far forward. There is a slight
pressure point here, but I can just slip the tips of my fingers between the saddle and the goat. This is good. When I
can’t get my fingers under the saddle at all, it is a sign that this saddle will cause problems for the goat on the trail.
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It’s important that any saddle you use is beveled along all edges, but especially along this front edge where pressure
and rubbing is most likely to occur.
Now that we’ve checked the fit of the saddle, we’re ready to add a pad. Pull the pad well up into the gullet on both
ends so air can circulate over the spine. You will need to check your pad’s spinal clearance again after the saddle
is loaded. The front of the pad will extend partly over the goat’s shoulder area, but it should not reach far up onto
the scapula. If the pad is too far forward over the most mobile part of the shoulder, it may cause friction and heat
to build up underneath, creating a sore spot even if the saddle itself is not riding on it. Notice on this saddle that
the cinch straps come down at a rearward angle. When I tighten this cinch in the proper spot behind the goat’s
elbow, it actually wants to pull the saddle forward because of the way the cinch is angled. I tried placing the cinch
a little further back, but this goat’s large hay belly pushed it right up to the narrowest part of her chest. If she were
in proper condition, the cinch might be willing to stay a couple of inches further back where I think it would be
more comfortable for her. If your cinch pulls the saddle forward as this one does, keep an eye on it during your hike
because you may have to push the saddle back from time to time.

The pad is a vital part of a well-fitting saddle. Pads are
designed to compress so they even out minor pressure
points and bridges in the saddle fit, and they absorb shock
as the goat moves under his load. A pad that is never
removed from the saddle will compress in certain spots
until it no longer serves its proper function. We all love the
convenience of pocket pads from Northwest Pack Goats.
They eliminate placing the pad on the goat separately
(hoping it’s on straight), and they put an end to the problem
of pads slipping out from under saddles on the trail. I use
them myself because they are easy and convenient. BUT,
every pad should be removed after a long trip and beaten
to loosen the fibers back up and avoid compression spots.
If you are a day-tripper who uses light loads, a pad can
probably go a whole season without being removed, but
always remove your pads before storing them for the winter even if they are only lightly used. Beat them against a
fence, brush them, and store them flat so they can recover their loft. This is especially important for pads that cannot
be reversed. If your pad can be reversed, make sure to do so regularly.
Now let’s look at the same saddle on a different goat. Finn is a 4-year-old Alpine/Nubian wether about 200 lbs.
(Pictures Page 16)
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I place the saddle on his back in the correct spot and right away we can see that the rear fork is slightly higher than
the front. My level confirms this, but the difference is not extreme.

Viewing this saddle from the rear shows us why the rear fork is higher than the front. This goat is slightly too wide
for this saddle--more so in the rear than in the front. You can see from the rear angle that the top edges of the
saddle bars are sitting above the goat’s back. There is a proper three fingers’ clearance under the front fork, but
when I slip my hand under the rear fork I can easily fit all four fingers with room to spare.
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When I slip my hand under the bars, my fingers slide down quite a bit before the saddle makes contact with the
goat’s ribs. If I slide my fingers along the bottom edges of the bars, I feel a pressure point all along the bottom. This
is going to cause discomfort when the goat is fully loaded because only part of the saddle is carrying the full weight
of the pack. I am unable to get any part of my fingers under the front edge of the saddle despite the beveled design,
showing that there is a pressure point here.

That said, this saddle is not such a terrible fit we can’t work with it. The saddle fits the goat’s skeletal structure
pretty well. It’s his excess body fat that is making it pinch. Getting this goat into condition would do wonders to
improve the saddle fit. Since fat compresses, I can feel reasonably good about working this goat in this saddle. I will
also keep a closer eye on his comfort during a trip than I would if his saddle fit better, and I will need to be prepared
to remove some of his load in the event that he starts to become sore under those pressure points.
Our next goat is Sputnik, a 4-year-old Alpine/Nubian wether about 230 lbs. He has a barrel-shaped body and a
fleshy back that will always be round no matter what condition he is in.

We can see immediately that this saddle is far higher in the back than in the front. It is so uneven, in fact, that my
level slid off the front every time I tried to place it. From the back, we can see that the bars are floating well above
the goat’s ribs, making the saddle look as though it is perched on his back. I can place my entire hand under the rear
fork and still see mostly daylight.

Our problems become even more obvious when I feel under the bars. Most of my hand disappears into the void
between the bars and the goat’s ribs. This saddle doesn’t make contact until somewhere near the bottom edge. By
contrast, there is no room at all for my fingers to fit under the front of the saddle. This saddle is nothing more than
a series of tight pressure points and huge gaps. This goat will be sore within a few miles even if I don’t load the
saddle. Just cinching it down would cause pain. No amount of padding will work here unless I get the saddle so far
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off the goat’s back that he resembles “The Princess and
the Pea”. We cannot work with this. Sputnik’s back is not
only wide, but it dips prominently behind the withers.
Because of this, I use a flexible tree Sopris saddle on this
goat.

By contrast, this Northwest packsaddle is slightly too
wide for this aged goat, Cuzco. Cuzco is 13 years old here
and the flesh has largely melted from his spine, so the
front fork sits right down on his withers even though
the angle of the bars to his ribs is actually quite good. An
extra pad will give this saddle enough spinal clearance to
work with this goat.

Most of our wooden saddles were designed over 20 years
ago for Alpine and other Swiss dairy breeds. Modern
packgoats are often crossed with meat breeds such as
Boer and Kiko, which have much broader, more muscular
backs than dairy goats. The meat breeds are also markedly more swaybacked than the Swiss breeds, making saddle
fitting more difficult. Some modern packgoats may not be capable of working in the old wooden saddles at all, and
it is important for us to keep this in mind when selecting goats and saddles. Modern saddle makers will do well to
appreciate these changes that have occurred and keep up with the times.

Some packgoats these days may require a saddle that is wider in back than in front like a miniature donkey saddle.
With that in mind, don’t be afraid to think outside the box when working with a goat that is too wide for the average
goat saddle. There are saddles made for miniature donkeys and horses that may fit your “double-wide” goat very
well. When looking for a saddle, it’s better to have it a little too wide than too narrow. A saddle that is too wide can
often be corrected with an extra pad, but piling on more pads will never correct a saddle that is too narrow.
A well-fitting saddle is comfortable for your goat even when fully loaded on a long, difficult trail. Hair that is
rubbed out or rubbed the wrong way, hot spots, and sore spots are all physical indicators of poor fit. They may also
indicate a loose cinch. A loose cinch allows the saddle to wiggle around and rub your goat’s back uncomfortably,
and it will allow the pad to work its way out from under the saddle. But many times a saddle fitting problem may
not be physically obvious. It may present itself by a change in attitude. A normally agile goat that turns slow and
clumsy when loaded may be suffering under an uncomfortable saddle. A goat that is showing signs of sour attitude,
stubbornness, laziness, or reluctance to be caught and/or saddled may be trying to tell you he’s sore. If your goat
acts differently when saddled than he does when unsaddled, look for fitting problems. He may be trying to tell you
something in the only way he knows how. Maybe your goat doesn’t need an attitude change--he needs a saddle
change!

Do your goats a favor and check the fit of all your saddles before heading out on the trail. Your hard-working
companion deserves to be happy and comfortable in his job. He’ll be able to carry more weight over a longer
distance if his equipment fits, and he’ll enjoy going out on pack trips for many wonderful years if you take good care
of his back.
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Saddles

Small Panniers

[Cargo panniers]

Butt-Head Pack
Goat Products

Family owned and operated Butt-Head
Pack Goats has been in business since
1988. All of our equipment is hand made by
Dennis Willingham in the small town of
Rough & Ready, California. We value our
customers and take pride in our work. All of
our products have been tested on the trail.
We appreciate your business and
guarantee your satisfaction.

Large Panniers

Halters, Visibility gear,
Goat Coats / Pack
Covers, and much much
more. Visit our website
for the full line of
products available.
Butt-Head Pack Goats
PO Box 333
Rough & Ready CA 95975
(530) 432-0946

bhpackgoats@hotmail.com
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Rock Hounding With Pack Goats
by Herb Flower, Ferron, UT

Have you ever been hiking a trail with beautiful scenery,
but you missed it because your eyes were on the rocks
at your feet looking for colorful pebbles, or perhaps
fossils? Then I’m afraid you’re a rock hound. While
there’s no cure, you can soothe the symptoms by finding
even better rocks!
Research Is Worth It

While
stumbling
upon
some
interesting
specimens
by
chance is what
creates
a
rock
hound in the first
place, I suggest
doing a little online
search, or buying a
“Roadside Geology”
book for your area
to find the best
hounding hot-spots.
You’ll expand your
Bone at base of rock--center
vast knowledge of
geology while also discovering new places to explore with
your goats. Talk to the locals about what they’ve found
in the area. One person told me of a particular hillside
that was rich in ammonite fossils, yet the neighboring
hills had very few. Most enthusiasts are more than glad
to tell you what
they’ve heard and
what they’ve seen
out there. Even
better, if you see
a rock-and-gem
show in your
area, its worth a
visit to strike up
conversations
Expanded view of bone above
with the very most
dedicated rock hounds-- They’ll keep their best secrets
but are likely to send you generally in the right direction.
If you mention your pack goats, the conversation is sure
to get lively as your fellow hounds start imagining how
many more samples they could have collected had they
only had some goats along!
Rules For Rocks

One stop I strongly suggest is your local museum.
Museums are a part of the hobby to a degree, because
there are rules about what can be collected by the
public. For instance, while you can collect shell, insect,
and plant fossils, vertebrate fossils, Indian artifacts,

dinosaur
footprints
etc., are not allowed.
Generally though, you’re
allowed to pick up a
pretty rock, but of course
use your own judgment.
There are a few rare
cases where someone
might have a claim on a
particular mineral in a
particular spot, but those
areas should be marked.
To collect anything in
the off-limits list, you’d
need to get a license
and make arrangements
Bone in the rock
with a local museum as a
‘repository’. The museum staff are often enthusiasts and
can point you to some great areas, and if there is a geology
display, you can see some of the best samples from the
area. Last spring a local museum even held a public rock
hounding field trip!
Hunting Technique

Established trails will probably have little of interest due
to a thousand hikers before you, while ten feet to the side
of the trail may be virtually unexplored. I’ve found some
of the most interesting rocks out in a boring looking field
with nothing of note to attract people. In fact, I found
a freshly shed antelope antler (Do they shed those? I
didn’t know that!) just the other day in an open expanse
of nothing as I was just passing through. Another trick
to improve your chances is to go a few days after a good
rain has washed the dust off of the rocks. If you’re looking
for crystals, have the sun to your back-- It really works!
One great place to look is rocky river channels where the
flow churns and polishes the rocks and reveals new things
from time to time, but delicate formations never survive
the tumbling. Old abandoned mines can have some very
colorful minerals in their tailings pile, but you never know
if that stuff is toxic waste. I once found a bright yellow
chunk of uranium next to a mine that was way hotter than
the test sample on my Geiger Counter.
My Own Experiences In Utah

For me it all started on a hike up Mt. Timpanogos when my
goats were still babies. Near the top I found clam shells, and
I started imagining the vast timespans and the history of life
that the geological strata represented. I was hooked. Later
I moved to the desert, which exposes a lot more geology
since we don’t have silly things like plants and soil. A nearby
construction project exposed some 3-foot clam fossils and
the workers donated the shells to the museum in town. I saw
those and realized that the mother-of-pearl stripes I’d seen in
the rocks were not mineral veins, but clam shells! Of course I
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started hunting
for
more
examples, and
my goat hikes
became more
fun as I explored
new areas I
might
have
skipped before.

Then
I
Dinosaur Bone
discovered
the colorful agate layers just ten miles from town, and I was
starting to use my goat’s pannier pockets to bring home
bunches of glass shards and agate marbles. It made a fun
destination for friends and family, and as always a good excuse
to head out with the goats.
Lately my passion has been hunting for and photographing
dinosaur bones. I’ve found places where bone fragments
sit on white mud pedestals and thickly cover an acre. I’ve
also found mostly intact bones embedded in rocks, which
tend to come in clusters all from one animal which washed
down rivers into the ancient seabeds during floods. The
bones in this area are slightly radioactive and the cells and
gaps in the bone tend to fill with colorful agate-- Usually
reds and purples. There are so many bones that the
scientists have grown bored and aren’t too excited about
studying them, but anything that is still articulated they
may want to see. I’ve yet to find footprints, but they’re out
there-- It just takes the right lighting to see them sharply.
I’ve even found places where the Freemont Indians had
been making arrowheads. Lots of flakes and obviously
failed spear points laying in a group. It can be tricky to know
what’s a natural flake, and what’s man-made but I’ve found
they favored certain rare types of rock for their points. The
local museum has some excellent collections that people had
collected back before restrictions existed.
We also have a lot of petroglyphs in the area. The best
ones are well known, of course, but finding little ones is
the same kind of fun as rock hounding. I suppose its like
fishing or gold panning or beach combing-- You never
know if you’ll find something amazing or end up with
nothing but an enjoyable hike at the end of the day. I
have several piles of
neat rocks I’ve found,
and a small pile of
very neat rocks. In
the end its more
about the finding
than the having. But
I’ll never be cured of
rockhounding fever.
Do a little research
and give it a shot...
Herb Flower’s Sister Sarah, Her
You may find a new
Daughter, Saskya & Husband, Zack
passion!

Goat exposes 4 people to rabies in Pickens Co.

By: WSPA Staff, Updated: May 01, 2018 10:12 PM EDT
http://www.wspa.com/news/goat-exposes-4-people-torabies-in-pickens-co/1153874881

COLUMBIA, SC (WSPA) - The South Carolina Department
of Health and Environmental Control said Tuesday that
four people have been exposed to rabies in the southwest
area of Pickens County after caring for a young goat.
According to a DHEC news release, those exposed were
caring for the goat and when it began showing odd
behavior and had increased salivation. The goat was
euthanized on April 27.
The goat was then sent to the University of Georgia for
testing, which confirmed it had rabies.

According to the release, South Carolina law requires pet
owners to vaccinate dogs, cats and ferrets, but does not
require owners of agricultural animals to vaccinate, nor is
there an approved vaccine for, goats.
“To reduce the risk of getting rabies, we recommend that
people use caution when pets or livestock exhibit sudden
changes in behavior,” David Vaughan of DHEC’s Bureau of
Environmental Health Services (BEHS) said. “This is especially
true if owners notice unexplainable injuries on their animals,
or stray/wild animals mingling with livestock or pets.”
According to the release, DHEC recommends that owners
of agricultural animals vaccinate:
Any livestock that have frequent contact with
humans

n

n

Any livestock that are particularly valuable

Animals used for raw milk or raw milk product
production

n

DHEC officials said the goat is the second animal in
Pickens County to test positive for rabies in 2018, and
said there have been 20 confirmed cases of animal rabies
statewide so far in 2018.
According to the release, one of the 63 confirmed rabies
cases in South Carolina in 2017 was in Pickens County.

For more information rabies and livestock, click here. For
information on rabies, visit www.scdhec.gov/rabies.

Hoofin it: Goats surprise employees after flocking to
Oklahoma City healthplex
POSTED 4:49 PM, MAY 9, 2018, BY KFOR-TV AND K. QUERRY

https://kfor.com/2018/05/09/hoofin-it-goats-surpriseemployees-after-flocking-to-oklahoma-city-healthplex/

OKLAHOMA CITY - The folks at a local health complex had
some unexpected visitors on Wednesday.
Robert Horton tells News 4 that a group of goats stopped by
SSM Health St. Anthony’s Healthplex East, and employees had
to lead them away from the building.
We’re told the goats are safe and are waiting to be reunited
with their owners.
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End of the Season Hike, & a Miracle Goat

second largest of the all very beautiful lakes in this area.
Sensing the end of the high-country hiking season rapidly For whatever reason, mostly the fixation on Edna Lake I
slipping away, it seemed obligatory to get busy and reckon, there is almost never any camping at this location
plan a final 2018 hike. Since I was still entertaining the either.
this
possibility of getting back up into Idaho’s 10 Lakes Basin From
to look for the hiking pole that I inadvertently abandoned point there is
up there on a previous trip, that seemed like an obvious a long climb
choice. And while we’re at it, maybe we can explore some of 400 ft & .7
miles up the
more of the territory around this area.
th
So, on Monday, September 10 , early AM, I headed for the pass and 1.3
Grandjean, ID trailhead. It is pertinent to note that there are miles down
Ardeth
3 trailheads that allow access to this area, one in Atlanta, to
Lake,
one
ID, one up in the Stanley Basin, and one at Grandjean. Since
affording the fuel to go on these adventures is always my of the most
largest question, choosing the TH at Granjean was obvious, beautiful lakes of all those in this area. Continuing after
Ardeth was out of the question, because I was already
since that is the closest one to where I live.
deep into my energy reserves.
I arrived at the TH early, a good thing, since this is a long
trail, at best consuming the better part of two days. So after Once again setting up a camp required putting up a tarp
a long day of slogging up the middle fork of the Payette River, as the sky was again communicating ‘beware!’ Oddly it
I arrived at a camping spot near Elk Lake at 11.6 miles on turned out to be a beautiful evening, and once the bats
the GPS… short of daylight, and shorter yet of energy. I had began surfing for bugs, the tent and bag began calling,
originally planned to get as far as the up-drainage crossing and I was more than ready to answer.
of the river, but that just wasn’t going to happen.
From inside the tent, the morning seemed unusually
Assembling a campsite was a hurried business because dark. Poking the head out the tent flap resolved why…
in addition to water pumping, dinner, tent up and such, large grey clouds were boiling over the ridge to the west,
a tarp was necessary as the weather was suggesting that and it looked like it just might be turning sour on all of
the Sawtooth’s September hikers. Soon after I got out of
the sky could possibly begin dripping overnight.
Thankfully, morning arrived rain-free, so getting on the the tent it began lightly snowing, making the decision to
trail again fairly early being the overriding concern. So bolt a shoo-in.
as soon as So after a long period of dancing around, but not really
possible,
off wanting to quit at this point in the hike, I reluctantly
we go up to the loaded up the boys and headed down the trail towards
river crossing home.
about
1-1/2 No more than 1000 feet down the trail, I looked over at the
miles up the mountains to the east, and one very large mountain area
trail. Luckily in particular was brilliantly lit up by the sun. That stopped
there was a way me cold. I believe in signs from our creator, and in my mind
to cross this this was one. I saw it as similar to a rainbow. Immediately
p a r t i c u l a r l y doing a 180, I headed up the trail back to the camping
wide stream
area and on up
area without putting on sandals (always a blessing!), so
towards the 10
we continued up, and up, and up, arriving at Virginia Lake
Lake Basin.
more or less early afternoon. Of the three lakes in this
It was a bit of
immediate area, this is the smallest & lightest travelled
a grunt up into
lake/campsite, which is unfortunate as it has some of the
this area, and
nicest lakeside camping I have seen. Edna Lake, about
by the time I
.65 mile on up the trail, is the go-to place for all hikers,
reached
the
including the outfitters, so the camping is pretty well beat
altitude of this
down… while poor old Virginia Lake pines away for some
spectacular
company. J
basin, the sun
Moving on, and passing Edna Lake, while taking the had come out, the sky was crystal and the clouds were
requisite number of pictures, we continued up the trail making a perfect counterpoint to brilliance of the lakes
about ¾ mile which brought us to Vernon Lake, the in the basin.
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I was thoroughly taken with this particular area, and
spent a considerable period moseying around all the
lakes in this basin. However, all good things must come
to an end, and anticipating another long day, I continued
on over the almost 9000’ pass to the Spangle Lakes,
stopping for lunch at Little Spangle.

bolted. Had I done so, I could have possibly prevented a
whole lot of angst, but…

So after a period of yelling, and going back up the trail
some distance, I made the unpleasant decision to head on
to the TH with only George (George was not really invested
in this plan as he was bleating occasionally noting that we
I had my plan in mind that I needed to be out by tomorrow were ‘incomplete’ as a group).
evening (?? Not sure why… I’m Retired!! However, TH showed up on schedule and we headed home, after
subsequent events would prove that I needed to be out on seeing a whole lot of lakes, and 49 miles of trekking. To
schedule.). So I motored on past, up and away from the say that I was majorly bummed doesn’t even begin to
Larger Spangle Lake, past Ingeborg Lake, and briefly communicate my frame of mind. I even contemplated
passed Rock Slide Lake. Soon after rockslide, this trail throwing the whole hiking thing into the history bin I was
divides, one so distraught.
branch going
up to Three However, that night, I made up a full-page flyer with
Island Lake, the information and Bodgan’s picture on it, and in the
and the other morning, headed back to the TH. Along the way I stopped
down
past at the FS station, gave them a flyer plus the story, stopped
Benedict Lake, again at the Sawtooth Lodge handed out another flyer and
to
another the story, and placed one flyer up at the TH sign-in station.
intersection, I then headed back up the trail as far as Taylor Spring,
one branch of 5-miles from the TH, calling out his name and hoping.
which travels Hope may spring eternal, but it didn’t spring for me, and
Bogdan, that is prior to him ‘taking his leave’ up to Everly
I had to return home empty-handed, hoping that my
of this particular excursion.
and Plummer flyers and/or my
lakes, and on eventually the Queens River drainage, s to r y / i n fo r m a t i o n
and the other, my choice for this trip, follows Benedict dispensing
would
Creek back to the middle fork of the Payette River, and produce some fruit.
eventually back to the TH.
The days began to
By the time I finally got back to the middle fork trail, this roll past, and at some
had been a very, very long day, and I was really dragging. point it was necessary
I was attempting to get back to the camping area at the to give up hoping that
middle fork river crossing, but every step seemed to be maybe… just maybe
questioning whether or not I was going to actually make he might show up at
it. So when the river crossing came into view, it was a the TH (We had past the point where a rescue becomes a
very welcome sight for this exceptionally tired hiker.
body recovery).
Once again, pushing towards darkness, dinner & tent Two weeks, minus one day, the caller-ID on my phone
up was a very hurried affair, the one blessing being that noted: ‘Sawtooth Lodge’. Before I even answered the phone
weather had improved to the point where a tarp seemed I said out loud, “There is NO bloody way!!”
superfluous.
I answered the phone to hear, “Hi, my name is Gabe Welz,
Next morning, early breakfast, and on towards the TH. and I found your goat.” At the time, I rhetorically noted,
Since it was almost 14 miles ahead, this was promising “That’s impossible!” I just couldn’t get my arms around the
to be a very ambitious day.
concept that this animal, with no horns for defense, could
Later, sometime around early afternoon, this trip possibly have survived nearly two weeks in the wilderness.
Good grief, I’ve had two predator encounters in the last
took a very unpleasant turn.
two years!
At about the 7.5 mile point from the TH, I and George
got separated from Bogdan. The exact mechanics of that Needless to say, the next morning I blasted out of here
event are too long for this write-up, but at the time I back up to the Sawtooth Lodge, where the outfitters there
was afraid to go running after him where I thought he had tied him up and kept care of him until I could return
had gone for fear of losing George. 20/20 hindsight says to pick him up (Incidentally, the Sawtooth Lodge puts on a
that I should have quickly tied up George, and then gone great breakfast!).
running back up the trail where I was sure Bogdan had But the story does not end there, as Gabe Welz, the
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individual that found Bogdan, and what he had to do
to get Bogdan back to the TH, is a story unto itself. My
feeling is that Gabe should be honored as a Goatpacker’s
hero to all packers everywhere!

Gabe Welz and the Rescue of the Miracle Goat

Bogdan, when he left George and I, had gone back up the
trail towards the wilderness. Where he spent the bulk
of the two weeks is anybody’s guess, but where he was
found was at least 9 miles from the TH. When found, he
was on the other side of the Payette River from the trail,
in a particularly gnarly section of this river, and although
the panniers were in the river, he was not in the river
himself, but was held in place by the lead that had been
wrapped around the saddle horns.
Interestingly, Gabe had not even seen the flyer I posted,
but one of his companions had, and had mentioned
it in casual conversation while they were on the trail.
Therefore, when Bogdan (loudly) made his presence
known, Gabe at least had some idea that this was my lost
animal.

From there, Gabe took Bogdan to the Sawtooth Lodge,
they took charge of this very weary goat, and the rest is
history.

Some thoughts that come to mind when contemplating this
event…
1) Normally, under these conditions, the panniers/
saddle are shed almost immediately. It is inconceivable
that Bogdan was pinned near the river for the entire two
weeks, due to his relatively good physical condition when
exiting the woods. So he must have kept them on for at
least a good percentage of the time he was on his own so
he could continue to eat, something that was impossible
where he was found.
2) Going back up to the TH and spreading the flyers, plus
the story are part and parcel of why Bogdan is home in
the pen today. We have had a number of goats turn up that
have obviously been lost by someone, and not enough
had been done to inform the public that these animals
were out there.

3) For those that believe in the creator God, as I do, it
However, from that point, what he did to rescue this is hard for me to believe that there wasn’t some divine
wandering nomad goat, still leaves me in awe, as it was protection afoot out there keeping Bogdan alive that
so far beyond the call of what any backpacker could entire time.
reasonably be expected to do.
4) These animals, due to their tight bonding to us, are not
As Gabe was passing on the trail above, as I noted, Bogdan equipped to be all of a sudden left on their own. When
clearly made his presence known. But from where Gabe that happens, their response is somewhat of an unknown.
was, Bogdan was not even visible. So hearing Bogdan’s What Bogdan did in this instance was to bolt back up the
bleating, he took off his pack, pushed through the brush trail in his search for us, due to the fact that ‘uptrail’ was
so he could even see what the noise was about. Not only his most recent memory. I certainly can’t say that that
was Bogdan on the other side of the river, but could not would always be the response, but I believe that the most
even be reached without climbing down a very steep recent territory covered would be possibly be a lost goat’s
default choice.
incline and crossing the river.
Once across the river, he separated Bogdan from his
panniers/saddle, led him across the river, something that
Bogdan indicated he was not particularly interested in,
helped him up the bank and through the brush and left
him in charge of one of his companions who had come
upon the scene.

Then, Gabe climbed back down the bank, across the river,
retrieved the extremely heavy waterlogged panniers,
tried to wring some of the excess water out of the
equipment, and figured how to get the saddle back on
the goat and panniers attached. From that point Bogdan
followed this group back to the trailhead, lugging these
now very heavy panniers.
Gabe noted that for the last few miles, Bogdan was clearly
showing the stress of his experience as well as the weight
he was carrying. When they reached their transportation,
he lay down near the TH sign and refused to any further.
Meaning, that Gabe had to take off the gear, lug it to the
truck and help Bogdan up onto the truck, as he was much
too tired to jump into the truck on his own.

Gabe Welz, goat rescurer extraordinaire, Jamie & Bogdan
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Internet frenzy after ‘world’s UGLIEST goat’ video Breeds of goat in Nigeria and their characteristics
Author: Zain Agu, https://www.naija.ng/1195384-breeds-goatgoes viral

By Charlotte Ikonen, Published: 23rd March 2018
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/691127/animalgoat-damascus-egypt-viral-video-mutant-news-for-sale
Video Here:
http://www.goattracksmagazine.org/downloads/2018/
damascus.mov

In video shot by its owners, it is seen in a holding pen,
dwarfing other creatures. But the creature – born in Egypt
– is not mutated, but actually a Damascus goat.

Also known as the Aleppo, Halep, Baladi, Damascene,
Shami, or Chami, these goats are kept for milk, meat, hides,
and their odd looks. They can sell for up to £50,000.

Ahmed Ramadan posted the footage to a Facebook
group about goats on Wednesday. Since then, it has had a
staggering 900,000 views. Viewers reacted with a mixture
of shock and horror. One person said if it was living in
Damascus, they would be having “nightmares”.
However, some came to its defense, saying it was unfair to
judge the creature “based on its look”. They wrote: “This
animal could be the most loving pet anyone could ever know
or have, but no one would know it because they probably
wouldn’t give it that chance just because of it’s looks.
“How pathetic we judgers are. Sad reality. I find this
creature beautiful no matter what it looks like.”

nigeria-characteristics.html#1195384

In this article, we want to tell you about the breeds
of goat in Nigeria. Farming and animal rearing is
developing in the country and the production of meat
and milk is becoming more popular among farmers.

In such countries
as Nigeria, goats
have special
characteristics
that make it
possible for them
to survive in the
environment. The
main classification
divides goats into
two categories:
Local breeds and
Exotic breeds.
Let’s check local types of goats in Nigeria, there are four
main breeds which are most adapted for the Nigerian
environment.
Local Breeds of Goats:
Sahelian:

This breed is
characterized by
Their faces are actually more normal-shaped as young a short fine coat
animals, which is lucky because they need normal faces that could be
black, red, white
in
order
to
nurse from their
or spotted. They
mothers. It’s only
can have medium
later in life that
or large body
they start to look
size. The goats
like they ran into
have short ears
a door.
possessed horizontally, the horns drop down. Both male
and female have horns, these animals well adapted for
Some caretakers
long-distance trekking, and can survive in desert areas
will also amputate
of the country. The goats have long legs that make them
their
unwieldy
adapted for nomadic life. The weight of a mature goat
rabbit
ears,
is 25 - 30 kg. This breed of goats mostly used for meat.
leaving the square,
awkward stumps.
They also called “Ogufe” especially in the South-west of
the country.
Damascus goats
Damascus goats are born with extremely long, flowing ears.

are known for
their ability to kid
triplets or even
quadruplets, so
it’s likely they’ve
been overbred –
just a touch.

Maradi or Red Sokoto:

This bread is spread mostly
in the Sokoto area. This
type is considered as one
of the most well defined
among African bread. The
color of the skin coat is red,
and it is very valued for
leather production. There
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is also a sub-breads of such goats, they are called Kano
brown and Boronu white. The goats have horns and
horizontally positioned short ears. Mature animals have
20- 30 kg of weight.

Goats like happy human faces, according to a new study
August 30, 2018
https://www.vanguardngr.com/2018/08/goats-like-happy-humanfaces-according-to-a-new-study/

A
new
s t u d y
This is a different breed
s h o w s
of goat in Nigeria. Such
that goats
a type of goats can be
prefer
a
founded in forest areas
h a p p y
of the country. The
human face
animal has a small size
instead of
of body and short legs.
an angry
Such characteristics allow them to move easily through
one, which
thick vegetation of the forest. The colors can be different
suggests
from black to white or gray or even multicolored. The
such socioheight of a mature goat is 40 or 50 cm, and the weight is
cognitive
Dr. Christian Nawroth with study goats
from 18 to 20kg. The breed is resistant to trypanosome
ability
is
and very hardy.
more widespread in the animal kingdom than previously
assumed. The research, conducted by scientists from
Pygmy Goats:
the British Royal Society to ascertain goats’ ability to
This is another small-size
understand human social cues, used 35 goats for the
type of goats. The weight of
study, according a report published in the Open Science
an adult person is around
journal.
39 kg. They are short and
The researchers showed the goats a pair of photos of the
slightly chubby. The time of
same person, one of them looking happy, and the other
life is ten years on average.
angry. The goats overall showed a strong preference
They are characterized as
for the positive face, wanting to interact with the happy
very smart animals and can
be great pets. They can easily adapt to different climate face photo first and tending to spend more time with it,
compared to the angry face photo. The authors concluded
conditions.
that “goats can distinguish between happy and angry
Jamnapari:
images of the same person, indicating that they can
This breed originated from
visually differentiate human faces conveying different
India, the animals have
emotional valences.” Scientists have already known that
large lopped ears and most
dogs and horses can perceive human facial communication
often has black or brown
cues and believe the reason is that both the animals were
colors. An adult animal
domesticated specifically as companion animals. The
can reach 75kg of weight.
new study is the first to indicate that farm animals such
Such goats are adapted
as goats, which have not been bred specifically to interact
for tropics and have a good potential for meat and milk with humans, can also understand human expressions.
production.
The result could have implications for animal welfare
because many livestock animals are probably more
The remainder of this article with pictures of these
sentient and smarter than previously thought.
species is available at the URL above.
African Dwarf Goats:

Saanen
Anglo-Nubian
Toggenburg
Alpine

Goats in Morocco in the Argan Tree
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Bartender jumps into action to rescue drowning goat named Elsa
Posted 9:14 PM, June 4, 2018, BY Bret Lemoine
http://fox6now.com/2018/06/04/meet-the-goat-of-jefferson-bartenderjumps-into-action-to-rescue-drowning-goat-named-elsa/

JEFFERSON -- A good Samaritan jumped into the
river to save a drowning goat near the Jefferson
dam.

Mike Soleska told FOX6 News he grew up around
goats and was raised on goat’s milk. He said when
he realized what was happening, he knew he had
to do something.

It happened on Friday night, June 1. A goat grazing
on a small island fell into the Rock River. Soleska
was bar tending at a tavern near the dam when
someone burst through the doors.
“’Call 911. One of the goats fell in the river.’ It was
drowning,” said Soleska.
Soon, the goat, named Elsa, was chewing even
more scenery as a damsel in distress.

“The water is really high right now. Usually it’s a
lot lower,” said Soleska.

Subscribe to:

Goat Tracks

Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place | Boise, ID 83716
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n Canada add $4 per year (cash or check on US
bank only)
n Overseas Subscriptions $32/Yr (US currency)
n Paperless edition ($20/Yr) (a PDF will be
available for download on the website)
n

If you wish to pay by credit card through PayPal,
simply go to PayPal (www.paypal.com) and request
your payment be sent to:
Larry@GoatTracksMagazine.Org.
Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
Telephone _________________________________
Email _____________________________________

If this is a gift, please include your contact information so we can confirm your gift order with you.)

Soleska keeps a canoe in a garage across the street.
Without hesitating, he headed for the river.
“When I got out there, she was (struggling a lot),”
said Soleska.

As her friends Buddy and Anna watched helplessly
from the water’s edge, Soleska switched into “hero
mode.”
“I was against the wall and the water kept pushing
me. I had the goat in one hand and I didn’t want to
squish it,” said Soleska.
Cellphone video and pictures taken by the Daily
Jefferson County Union show Soleska getting the
goat.

The goats are there for a reason -- to naturally help
tackle and reduce invasive plant species. It’s safe
to say Elsa won’t “let goat” again as caretakers put
up a fence shortly after her dip into the water.
“Then once they got back to shore they were pretty
happy again,” said Soleska.
Elsa was given a new accessory of her own -- a life
jacket, as Soleska has gained a reputation around
town as the true “GOAT”-saver of Jefferson.
“The internet got ahold of it and it just kind of
snowballed,” said Soleska.

Soleska said Monday, June 4 he’d been bombarded
with Facebook messages since the incident -- some
from friends and family, but most from strangers -all thanking him for saving Elsa’s life.
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Pack Goat Marketplace

Butthead Pack Goats & Equipment. Packgoat kids: Togg/Alpine/Oberhasli crosses.

Northern California. CAE Negative tested herd. Twenty-two years, raising & training
packgoats. Kids can be seen on web: buttheadpackgoats.com. Call Dennis Willingham,
530-432-0946.

	
  

Advertising	
  CAE	
  Status	
  

	
  
“CAE	
  PREVENTION	
  PROGRAM”	
  	
  (May	
  be	
  modified	
  by	
  the	
  words	
  “strict,	
  continuous,	
  etc.	
  Assumes	
  a	
  
history	
  of	
  testing	
  of	
  does	
  yearly,	
  and	
  pasteurization	
  of	
  all	
  milk	
  products.)	
  
“CAE	
  	
  NEGATIVE	
  TESTED	
  HERD”	
  	
  (Use	
  this	
  only	
  if	
  your	
  does	
  are	
  tested	
  yearly	
  or	
  have	
  tested	
  negative	
  
in	
  the	
  current	
  year.)	
  	
  
“GUARANTEED	
  CAE	
  FREE	
  OR	
  RETURN”	
  	
  (This	
  means	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  replace	
  the	
  kid	
  if	
  he	
  is	
  found	
  to	
  be	
  
CAE	
  positive	
  at	
  the	
  earliest	
  age	
  of	
  reliable	
  testing,	
  which	
  is	
  considered	
  by	
  WSU	
  to	
  be	
  12	
  months.	
  This	
  
is	
  the	
  only	
  context	
  in	
  which	
  “CAE	
  free”	
  will	
  be	
  accepted.	
  This	
  does	
  not	
  guarantee	
  a	
  CAE	
  free	
  kid,	
  just	
  
replacement.)	
  Remember	
  that	
  you	
  will	
  have	
  a	
  year	
  of	
  work	
  into	
  a	
  kid	
  by	
  the	
  time	
  it	
  is	
  testable.	
  
Any of these choices will more clearly define a herd’s status to buyers and should be welcomed as a
step forward in controlling a disease that is potentially crippling to packgoats.
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WORKING GOAT DIRECTORY

For only $10 per year, (That’s $2.50 an issue), advertise your name, address, and goat related items that
you offer, such as equipment, pack or breeding animals, stud service, outfitting services, artwork, ANYTHING relating to working goats. Even if you don’t have anything to sell, this is a great way to just let
other working goat enthusiasts know that you are out there. There is a 15 word limit (address and phone
count as one word). Underline key words and they will be highlighted. Listings will be organized by state.
ARIZONA
PURPLE MOUNTAIN PACKGOATS
Family Adventures. Day Hikes, Cookouts, Campouts
120 S. Houghton Rd. #138, Box 222
Tucson, AZ 85748, 520-403-4056
AZ Packgoat@aol.com
GRANDMA’S PACKGOATS
Kids for Sale - CAE Free or Return
Box 308, Aguila, AZ 85320, 928-685-2476
powell@tabletotelephone.com
CALIFORNIA
BUTT-HEAD PACKGOATS & EQUIPMENT
Packgoats bred for packing:
Toggenburgs, Oberhasli, Alpine mix
CAE Prevention Program
Best quality goatpacking equipment
PO Box 333
Rough and Ready, CA 95975
530-432-0946
bhpackgoats@hotmail.com
www.ButtHeadPackGoats.com
SHUTEYE PACKGOATS
Rodney York
Packgoats for sale-CAE Free or replace
33721 Bonnie “B” Road
North Fork, CA 93643
559-877-2701
Nfspanky@gmail.com
IDAHO
NORTHWEST PACKGOATS & SUPPLIES
Saddles. Packs & Pads Saddle kits & Economy 4-H kits
147 Wilson Rd.
Weippe, ID 83553
1-888-PACKGOAT
www.northwestpackgoats.com
OREGON
Eagle Creek Packgoats and Publishers
Kids & Trained Yearlings
Books for goatpackers and goat owners
CAE prevention program
PO Box 755
Estacada, OR 97023
971-230-4338
ecpg@peoplepc.com
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GOAT TRACKS:
Journal of the Working Goat
13 Norwood Place
Boise, ID 83716-3283

Ho, ho, ho...
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